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Definitive Guide

B2B manufacturers use these 

10 tips to get more leads 

from your website.
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I help B2B manufacturers to grow their business with help of Website & 

digital marketing strategies by generating high quality leads. I am an 

agency maverick certified digital business consultant and lead generator. 

Also I am a digital marketer certified ecommerce specialist.

I love to educate manufacturers about the importance of Websites & 

various digital marketing strategies to grow their business.

Looking to elevate your manufacturing business then feel free to discuss 

your requirements with me. I would conduct a free 30 min strategy 

session with you to find out what’s on your mind?
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This guide is helpful for B2B manufacturers who are looking to redesign

their website to improve their marketing strategy.

Whether you are engineering or non-engineering product manufacturers

this guide is applicable to both.

These are field tested, verified and surely working improvements that

have been used by successful manufacturers on their website & in their

marketing strategy.

Implement as much as the above mentioned recommendation on your

website to get maximum benefits from your website.

Above tactics will not just improve your online reputation but will bring

more high quality leads and ultimately will help you to convert those

leads into paying customers.

Some of the above tactics are quick to implement while others do take

time and effort.

But keep in mind, this hard work will get you numerous returns to your 

manufacturing business.

Implement the next 10 tactics on your website.
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ONE

1. Niche Down - Most manufacturers produce products for a range of

other business verticals. Manufacturer thinks that a whole range of

other business verticals/industries are his clients. But this is far from

reality.

When you are trying to get leads online, you need to focus on the most

profitable industries that bring you maximum profits.

According to Pareto principle 80% of Sales is achieved from 20% of

customers. You need
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to identify your ideal 20% business vertical and focus more on

increasing this core size of ideal clients.

Find out your most valuable and ideal business vertical and try creating

awareness about your brand to them.

Most effective way of attracting this ideal business vertical is to talk

about their

 Pain Points

 Frustrations and Wants.

Talk about how you have solutions to their problems. As, you will talk

about their problems and demonstrate your expertise. It will build

authority and trust between you and your clients.
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Main purpose of designing a website is to get more customers to your

business. Your prospective customer is always researching solutions to his

problems online.

When your prospects are in the initial research phase they will be judging 

your brand based on expertise & authority you have. Now you might be 

thinking how I can demonstrate my expertise. Simple answer is to offer 

them a lead magnet.

For eg - If you are a CNC machine manufacturer and you created a Lead 

magnet a pdf document titled

“Definitive guide: How to buy a CNC machine with low risk” and put it 

in your website. Then your website visitor will want to explore your guide. 

To do so he will exchange his contact information and get a copy of the 

guide downloaded.

In return, you and your brand will create an impression of as an expert in 

readers' subconscious mind.

Your lead magnet should be a valuable piece of information that will 

inspire your prospect to share his contact information in exchange of 

getting access to this lead magnet.

Valuable information you share in your lead magnet, will help to establish 

you as an expert and authoritative person in your prospects mindset.
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Creating a quality lead magnet is effort taking work. It will help you to 

build a list of prospective customers who are showing some interest in 

your brand and looking to explore more.

As a B2B manufacturer, lead magnets are a very important tool that 

you must implement on your website.

If you do have any lead magnet on your website. Immediately start 

working on creating and installing lead magnet on the website. You 

will thank me for this.

Here are the types of lead magnets you can do.

 Whitepapers and Industry studies in pdf  format

• Video tutorials

• Cheat sheet

• Webinars

• Ebooks

• Case studies

• Tools and widgets

 Workbooks and  templates

 Quizzes and assessments

 Multi-part email course
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THREE

3. Lead Nurture Campaign - Once you are able to generate a lead,

then you should not stop, your actual work begins from this point. Once

you are able to get prospective clients contact details then you should

add him to your CRM or Email software.

You should start sending him emails on a regular basis. But what will be

the content of emails? Don’t worry I will tell you.
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Lead nurture email campaign is a simple regular email that offers your

subscribers/leads valuable information as it relates to your

product/services.

This nurturing email campaign will position you as a guide and create a

bond of trust with your potential customers.

After sending multiple nurturing emails you can send an email with an

offer or asking for a client to buy or place an order for your product or

service.

Again, after an offer emails repeat sending nurturing emails.

Content in nurturing emails should talk about your prospective

customers' problems.It should also talk about solutions you have to their

problems. And also it should showcase how prospective customers'

lives would transform after buying your product or services.

Solid email nurturing campaign will help you to consistently have a

stream of leads converted to paying customers.

Email nurturing campaigns can run for weeks, months or years as well.

Based on the customer lifetime value and range of products and service

offers you have in your boutique. You can
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keep sending emails to your already engaged email subscribers.

Most manufacturers do not have this lead nurture campaign and they

are losing tons of money and value building opportunities.

You, do not make the same mistake. Tell your marketing team to work

on a lead nurture campaign immediately.
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FOUR

4. Reviews / Testimonials - As a manufacturer you might be working

with other businesses. But ultimately keep in mind that you are working

or dealing with humans behind those other businesses.

And as is human nature, we humans believe in the words or

recommendations given by our friends, mentors, colleagues or relatives.

You might be thinking I am working in the B2B market, but in reality you

are working with H2H (Human to Human).

Adding Reviews / testimonials to your website will improve
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these social validations and build trust between you and your new 

prospective customers.

Reviews or testimonials can be in text format or video format.

Video format is the best option to be used and will get you maximum 

benefit. But sometimes it might be difficult for you to get video 

testimonials from your customers. In that case, you can go with text 

reviews. But keep in mind to get photos of the reviewer as well.

Testimonials/Reviews with photos give authenticity and people believe in 

them more.

Many B2B manufacturers feel that social proof or testimonials is meant 

for retail businesses and not our kind of manufacturing business. But this 

is wrong thinking, As I said before, you are not doing b2b marketing but 

you are doing human to human marketing.

If you have not yet added any kind of reviews, social proof. Please do this 

first and add at least 3 to 5 reviews or testimonials to your website.

You can collect reviews on your google business profile, facebook, 

linkedin and other social media platforms based on the nature of your 

business.
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Do not neglect the importance of social proofs on your website.

“According to Nielsen, word of mouth recommendations are still the most 

trustworthy at 84%. As much as  69% of respondents trust advertising on 

branded websites, and 68% trust consumer opinions posted online.”
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Five

5. Case Studies -

True fact - Creating a case study is difficult work.

But I guarantee you that if you have case studies on your website. You

are going to definitely convert visitors into buyers.

Writing case study is a science and art as well.

You will need to understand human psychology and also need to

convince your customers to give you their photos, reviews and snippets
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on how they were transformed from sad state to happy state by using

your product or services.

Most manufacturers struggle over involving or getting information from 

their customers.

And this is actually not helping you when you are trying to get 

customers online for your manufacturing business.

Another false belief manufacturers have is that they believe by using 

technical words, complex  vocabulary and writing lengthy paragraphs 

will make their case study look sexy.

But in reality it does not help you. Reader if feel confused  then he 

bounces off the page and  leaves the website.

Key is to keep it simple.

According to CXL, your case study should have

2 psychological tactics -

1. Cognitive fluency and

2. Narrative transportation.

This will help you to earn attention & persuade your audience.
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• Cognitive Fluency- People prefer to think about easy things rather 

than hard  things. The feeling of ease or difficulty is known as 

cognitive fluency. Cognitive fluency often affects a customer’s 

willingness to convert.

Use this 4 ways to increase cognitive fluency

1.Do not use complex words. Use simple words.

2. Write as you talk.

3.  Be precise and get to the point.

4. Design should make case study easy to look at.

• Narrative Transportation- Your case study should  talk about how 

your product or service transformed your  customers before and after 

state.

Before-State should talk about problems, challenges, frustrations & 

fears your customers   were facing before they started using your 

product or service.

After-State should talk about how your product or solutions you offered 

helped them to overcome their  problems, challenges, frustrations and 

fears.
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Good Case study format should include

1. Problem/Challenges/Frustrations/Fears

2. Solution

3. Benefit/Results

According to CXL

“This aligns with Forrester research that touts digital content as the most 

important driver in B2B purchasing decisions:

• 60% of business buyers prefer not to interact with a sales rep as the 

primary source of information.

• 68% prefer to research on their own, online.

• 62% say they can now develop selection criteria or finalize a vendor 

list—based solely on digital content.”

Case studies on your website will help you to make your customers 

KNOW, LIKE and TRUST you.

So start working on drafting your Case Studies. This will be a game 

changer for your B2B Manufacturer Marketing.
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SIX

6. Videos - Most powerful marketing tactic is to use videos in your

marketing strategy.

With the advent of High speed internet and mammoth numbers of

mobile users.

Video marketing is the most lethal weapon in marketers armory.

I am not making this on my own.

According to wyzowl an animated video maker company who did

research have provided statistics about ROI received from Video

marketing.
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 86% of marketers say video has helped them generate leads.

 94% of marketers say video has helped them increase understanding 

of product or service.

 87% of marketers say video has helped them increase traffic.

Many B2B manufacturers have either created one or two videos and 

have stopped making videos. Here are some stats shared by wyzowl on 

Usage of video in B2B manufacturers marketing.

 23% of non-video marketers don’t use video for marketing as they lack 

time.

 16% of non-video marketers don’t use video for marketing as they 

don’t know where to start with creating video.

 10% of non-video marketers don’t use video for marketing because it’s 

too expensive.

Why is including video important?

Because, your customers are consuming videos more than text

Want proof

Here it is.
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Wyzowl 2022 statistic research shows

 96% of people have watched an explainer video to learn more about a 

product or service.

 88% of people say that they’ve been convinced to buy a product or 

service by watching a brand’s video.

 When asked how they’d most like to learn about a product or service, 

73% said they’d prefer to watch a short video. This compares to 11% 

who’d rather read a text-based article, website or post, 4% who’d like 

to view an infographic, 3% who’d rather download an ebook or manual, 

3% who’d rather attend a webinar or pitch, and 3% who’d like a sales 

call or demo.

 People watch an average of 19 hours of online video per week. (This is 

an increase of 1 hour per week compared to 12 months ago, and a 

staggering 8.5 hour increase per week across the past 4 years.)

 People are twice as likely to share video content with their friends than 

any other type of content, including social media posts, blog 

posts/articles and product pages.

Now as a B2B manufacturer you might think what kind of videos I can 

make?
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We have highly technical products, complex manufacturing processes 

and many other things.

You can make various types of Videos and use them in your marketing.

Here is the list of videos you can make.

 Product Demo Videos

 Customer Service Videos

• Corporate Videos

• Explainer Videos

• Event Videos

• Customer Onboarding Videos

• Explainer Videos

• Sales Videos

• Social Media Videos

• Interactive Videos

Video Marketing takes time and money, But i can assure you. You will 

get huge benefits and maximum ROI on your investment.

So in 2023 make sure you are using video marketing strategy in 

growing your business. Do it and you will never regret it.
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SEVEN

7. Google Analytics - You might be thinking how foolish he is

recommending me to use Google analytics. I am already using it. But I

am damn sure that you are not analyzing your Google analytics data

frequently.

When was the last time you checked your Google analytics and refined

your website & marketing strategy?

How many times have you checked your Google Analytics?
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Most B2B manufacturers give me these 3 responses.

 Never.

 Once in a while.

 Why should we check analytics?

If you are serious about growing your business and getting high quality 

leads. You need  to analyze your website & digital marketing strategy. 

Best  way to analyze your website  results is to look into Google 

Analytics.

Google Analytics will tell you

 How is your marketing campaign doing?

 Are you getting results?

• What is the best  revenue generating channel for  you?

• What is your conversion rate and bounce rate?

• In your funnel where there is leakage and  where you are losing 

money?

Most b2b manufacturers are never  investing  their time in analyzing 

these  valuable insights offered  by google  analytics.
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Google analytics will tell you how your website is performing. It 

will tell you

 Funnel performance and show you loopholes in your marketing funnel

 Conversion based on Devices and Browsers

 Conversions and Bounce Rate per device

 High Traffic and High bounce rate or exit pages

• High traffic, high bounce rate and low conversion rate landing pages

• Screen resolution and conversion/bounce

• High Traffic Low speed pages

• User Flows

• Conversion per traffic source

• New vs Returning visitors

Keep in mind. - Marketing works best on data.

Make a habit of analyzing google analytics at least once in a week.If you 

are aggressively working on paid ads and generating traffic to a 

website. Then definitely you should
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analyze Google analytics daily.

If you have a Marketing department, then get daily, weekly and monthly 

reports of Google analytics. And tell them to dissect data that is shown 

by Google analytics for your marketing campaign.

Please do not skip using Google analytics on your Website.  Use it, 

analyze and dissect it with your marketing team and you will thank 

me for recommending this.
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EIGHT

8. CTA - Most important functionality of your website is CTA (Call to

Action).

It is the most important action you want your website visitor to take on

your Website.

According to Donald Miller, author of Building a Story Brand.

There are two types of CTA.

1. Transitional call to actions

2. Direct call to actions
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1. Transitional call to actions

Transitional call to actions are getting your website visitor onboard to the 

path of becoming paid customers.

Transitional calls include less risk for the website visitor and usually 

offer value for free.

For eg :- Invite to watch a webinar or Invite to download a pdf

Transitional calls usually help you to convert your cold traffic to warm 

and provide you a step in between before asking your website visitor to 

pay you.

For b2b manufacturers like you. Your website should include more 

transitional calls to actions as you might be manufacturing complex 

technical products.

Your website visitors want to learn more about your complex products 

and services before making any major commitment or taking a sales call 

with your sales team.

Offering them something valuable like whitepaper, case studies, demo 

videos etc  and  Using  transitional  CTA like download  for free asking in 

return for their name and email will generate leads.
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You can set up a nurturing email campaign that will help you to convert 

these warm leads to hot leads.

Transitional Calls will help you to

• Project yourself as an expert in your field

• Project you as a guide

• Offer value

2. Direct Call To Actions -

As per the name direct call to actions tell your website visitor to take a 

particular action that takes major commitment.

For eg : -

• Buy Now

• Download Now

• Book Appointment

• Order now

• Call now
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These above actions take major commitment from the website visitor.

This usually involves spending time or money or both.

Website visitor who is assured about your company, product and 

service and has trust with your brand will only use the above direct call 

to actions.

Major manufacturers website have direct call to actions buttons and 

don’t use transitional call to actions buttons & not giving valuable 

information for free to build trust between your website visitors.

This creates frustration and most manufacturers feel that their 

investment in website is not giving any returns
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NINE

9. Blog - Adding a blog and posting regular content on the blog article

will give you huge benefits.

Some of the blogging benefits are :-

1. It brings traffic to your website

2. Repurpose blog content & post it on social media

3. Get more leads

4. Get more links

5. Share company news

Above are some of the benefits you get from adding a blog to your

website
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Yet I have seen many B2B manufacturers not adding blog to their 

website.

And those who have added blogs do not post regular articles.

By not keeping your blog updated you are missing the opportunity of 

growing your business. If you want to establish your brand as an expert, 

authoritarian and trust worthy. Then blog is the fantastic tool to use.

If you do not have time to write blog articles, do not worry there are 

thousands of content writers available who can write blog articles for 

you. You set topic, provide insights to your content writer and he will do 

the job of writing blog article for you.

Cost of writing a blog article varies a lot. Usually pricing of a content 

writer is based on his experience, complexity, and research time 

required. Good quality content writers will charge you a premium 

price.But blog articles you will get from them will be of high quality & 

help you to earn backlinks.

In SEO (Search Engine Optimization) getting quality backlinks is the 

game changer. Only way to get quality backlinks is to write high quality 

helpful content in your blog and build
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relationships & trust with other website owners that can give you 

backlink by linking to your helpful content on the blog.

You might be thinking that it will take more money. But I guarantee 

you will get above specified benefits and huge returns on money 

spent on blogging.

Recent statistics about Blog are

 77% internet users read blog posts.

 Websites are 2.8x more likely to see strong results by updating old 

blog posts.

 Companies who blog get 97% more links to their website.

 60% of consumers say blog posts are valuable and have helped 

them in the early stage of the buying process.
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CHAPTER

TEN

10. User Behavior Analytic Tool - You might be wondering. What is

behavior analytics?

According to Hotjar

“Behavior analytics is a method for collecting and analyzing

quantitative and qualitative user data to understand how people

behave on and interact with your website and product, and why.”
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Implementing user behavior analytics tool on your website will help 

you to understand

 What is the website user interested in?

 Is your website satisfying the users needs?

 How are website visitors bouncing off your website?

 Where do website visitors get stuck?

 Are they struggling to use any functionality of the website?

There are various user behavior analytics tools.

Some of them are free and some are paid. Each of them have their 

own pros and cons.

You can decide on which to use based on your budget and goals.

Free Tools

• Microsoft Clarity

Paid Tools

 Hotjar
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• Crazyegg

 Mouseflow

There are many others as well. But these are some of my favorites.

You can choose any of the above tools and implement it on your 

website. Implementing  tools is the first step. You need to regularly 

analyze the data provided by these user behaviour tools. You can 

take insights about your website performance  from your technical 

team if you found it too technical.

But usually it is simple to use and you will get video recording as well 

of the user sessions on your website.

If you want  to get the best  result and optimize your website for high 

conversions. Then  implementing the user behaviour  tool on your 

website is the most critical step you need to take.

Website user actions you can track.

Most user behaviour analytics tools will allow you to track the 

following actions made on your website.

1. Clicks

2. Mouse movements
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3. Scrolling

4. Navigation and User experience

Have you installed any of the above? If not then, please do it 

immediately and start analyzing & monitoring your website visitors 

action on your website.

I have found that usually b2b manufacturers are busy with their 

manufacturing & designing work. They neglect marketing as they feel 

intimidated.

Do not ignore marketing and keep yourself acquainted with marketing 

by reading sales & marketing blogs.

If you want to revamp your Website & digital marketing strategies 

then feel free to consult with me. I have worked with numerous b2b 

manufacturers and have helped them to grow their business by 

generating high quality leads.

I offer a free strategy session and also conduct a paid discovery 

workshop to help you out in your project.

To qualify for free strategy workshop, fill out the following

Website worksheet form -
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